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The definitive intent of my future career is to outline a pathway of aviation 

industry’s goal achievements from a management point of view. I aim to 

help aviation sector to achieve a suitable balance between the airport 

decisions making and airline efficacy through studying Aviation 

Management. I strongly believe that this university will allow me to attain my

goal. 

My mind set to option for Aviation (Airport and Airline) Management while I 

met my early mentor, a friend of my brother who worked as an aviation 

manager, encouraged me to explore the opportunities in this sector. He 

along with the career counselors of my high school pointed me towards the 

right direction and helped to coagulate my decision. Also the combination of 

my career investigation made me realize that I will have plenty of other job 

gateways in numerous areas such as fleet management, international 

operations, customer services, pecuniary management and so on. I learned 

that I enjoy the rigorous thinking of aviation network which compels me to 

dive into this course. 

I was engaged with a number of field visits and surveys which would further 

help me in this course. In the beginning of my secondary level I made a trip 

to Gautam Buddha Airport in Lumbini as my field visit to learn how the 

domestic flight system is controlled, there I helped some employees with 

baggage handling survey too. I advanced my critical thinking and decision 

making abilities throughout my higher studies in science faculty. I had a 

chance to study about the Global Aviation System, which provided me a 

global overview of aviation and most importantly I come to appreciate that 
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aviation is unique from all the other fields. I have gained some ideas 

regarding the check-in, security point, and immigration procedure at the Civil

Aviation Authority of Nepal which helped me to get the surface knowledge of

data analysis, contention analysis, and developmental evaluation of the 

airline system. This prepared me gradually become intrigued towards the 

aspects of aviation industries. 

The reason why I desire to study abroad in the UK is because British 

education and credentials have an imposing international reputation. With 

practice of brilliance dating back hundreds of years, world class institutions 

in every corner and much more clarity in its education line, the UK has a lot 

to offer students than other English-speaking nations. I feel that being 

exposed to a new culture, with its varied thoughts and outlook, will help me 

to understand all of the things that I have learned about with a new 

perspective. 

In order to accomplish my objective, it is imperative for me to gain a 

sophisticated and wide knowledge of all aspects of aviation industry. I learnt 

about this university many years back as my pal introduced and told me 

about the wide opportunities they offer. Thus, the undergraduate Aviation 

(Airport and Airline) Management program at your university is the best 

course for me because this course will not only allow me to obtain essential 

skills like specialized management and internal research but also help to 

hone my logical abilities and inspire me to visionary ideas for the coming 

future. 
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